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Modern Jazz Quartet Tonight
Large Student Turnout Seen
The

Modern

Jazz

Quart.el came the :'llodern Jazz Quart:eL

will be presented here by the The MJQ was first heard in
Rhode Island College Fine Arts New York clubs in 1952. Their

Committee tonight at 8 p.m.
Tonight's performance by the
MJQ will mark the third in a
series of five programs includ•
ed in the 196465 Fine Arts Se·
ries, and 1he first time a jazz
group has been brought lo cam•
pus by the Fine Al'ts Comm.it•
tee.
The Modern Jazz Quartet,
and its individual members, is
well known to jazz aficionados.
lt was in quite an accidental
manner that the group formed.
In August of 1951, four ex-members of the Dizzy Gillespie band
assembled in a New York studio for an old,times'-sake re·
cording session. The results of
their gel'together proved so
gratifying to all con{:Crned tha:t
they decided to keep in close
contact with each other, possib•
ly to make more recoros at a
later date, or maybe just for
"kicks."
Further sessions did take
place. and out of this closer
contact

and

(listinclive sound and novel
stylistic
approach
quickly
aroused in tense interest and
gained foT them an enthusiastic
following. They then began to
appear in clubs all over the
country and to make recordings. In a matter of three
or four years the Modern Jazz
Quartet was established as the
most popular small ensemble in
jazz, from both the public's and
the critics' point of view.
During each of the last. few
years, the Quartet has made a
long European tour, and as no
other group before it, has come•

r~E~:~?:t?~ Candidates Chewing Nails

European Jazz magazines.
Just as does a classical en·
semble, a jazz group bene6ts
from long association. The MJQ,
aside from the Dave Brubeck
Quartet, is about the only small
jazz group that has held togeth·
playing together er for more than -five years. 1t
has been able IX> do so because
(Continued on Page 4)

Poetry Next Topic
In Lecture Series
Galway Kinnell, a former
Providence and Pawtucket resident who bas publisned two
books of poetry, will speak at
Rhode Island College Wednesday evening in the fifth and
final program in the James P.
Adams Lecture series.
Mr. Kinnell's lecture will consist of three main topics. He
will first read some of his own
poetry, followed by a discussion of it, and then he will discuss poetry in general. lnclud•
ed in this will be comments
concerning poetry as a life time
interest and/or vocation and a
contrast and relation of bis own
poetry. He will in general describe the work of a poet.
Born in Providence in 1927,
Mr. Kinnell was educated and
raised in Pawtucket. He was
graduated from Princeton University and has taught at several universities.
Mr. Kinnell writes primarily
about what he sees. He writes
about his own experiences concerning nature and environment
rather than other men's
Among h.is publications are
two books of poetry, What a
Kingdom It Was (1960), and
Flower Herding on lilt. lltonad•
nock 1964). Additionally, he
had bad numerous poems pub·
lished in several magazines including The New Yorker, Poetry, Uudson Review and T he Nation. This winter he will publish a book of translations, The
Poetry of Francois Villon.
JI.fr. Klinnell will speak at 8:00
p.m. in the Amos Assembly
Room (Room 125), Clark Science Building. The Lecture is
open to the public without
charge.

THE ~tODERN JAZZ QUARTET

Tonoff
the
''Man ''
(Editor's Note: Eugene Tonoff
is a Providence artist whose
work is now on exhibit in
Adam's library. This interview
was conducted in response to
the wave of interest that bas
resulted from this exhibit.)
By JEAN BERGANTINI
Against the unlikely background of a dark, smoke-laden
Chinese restaurant, over a spicy
meal of fried chicken wings and
martinis, Gene Tonoff expounded on the various philosophies which govern his work
and his life.
His first remark, after a long
sip and careful surveyance of
the remaining contents of the
martini glass, was "calculate."
This remark, from such a bulk
of a man, with a manner so
mild as to warrant the fond
label "the benevolent bear,"
was startling. He continued, "I
perpetually demand some control, especially for myself. You
must maintain order-the whole
point of painting or drawing.
A sense of motion is sought,
yet so is discipline." Elaborating, Mr. Tono(f punctured
the word discipline. "You cannot draw from emotions alone,
they only contribute." Reflecting on this statement awhile,
he remarked "over-emotions
often result in getting down on
all-fours and howling."
Favorite Themes
This train of thought led us
(Continued on Page 5)

By DI ANE DI SANTO
Six seniors have been nom·
inaled as candidates for Who's
Wlio in American Colleges and
Universities and are presently
awaiting lhe results of a senior
class elecUon held all !ast
week. The nominees are Mary
E. Bilodeau, Clarke Lowery, Di•
ane Pace, Diane Detoro, Helen
Maziarz, Lillian Cooper. Those
students who received over half
the votes of the senior class
will be named for this honor.
Their academic success, based
on a cumulative index of at
least 2.75, and leadership qualities were part of lhe criteria on
wh.ich their selection was based.
Mosl Valua ble Experience
Since they have 'been so active, 1!Jhey have had the oppor•
tunity to come in contact with
many different types of people.
In retrospect, all of them felt
t!hat the people they nave met
over the past four years have
been a most valuable experience in their lives. As Diane
Pace, viho is social secretary of
the Student Senate and a participant in the Leadership
Workshop, said, "As you meet

m()re people, you see how they
react and you develop your per•
sonality with them and become
more well-rounded."
A member of the Student
Senate and R.lC Theatre, and
Student Court Chairman, l\1ary
Bilodeau expressed a similar
view. "The work that I've done
on these comm.i ttees," said
Mary, "is not somet:hing that
will be remembered but the
the friendship$ I've made will
not be forgotllen."
Service
The work these studen1s have
done has yielded a great deal
of service to the college. Diane
DeToro is editor-in-chief of the
Anchor and has been on the
editorial board since her soph·
more year. When asked what
her most valuable experience at
RIC has been, Diane replied
that wOutside of the people I've
met, an experience which I
conl/ider very profitable, I
would have to say being editor
of 'the newspaper. Every edition is a new experience."
Diane kels tihat "it's a two way
street. I've done something for
RIC and it has done something
for me."

College Medical Policies Stated
~ledical Services for Residence
HaU Students
1. All resident students must
complet;e the Medical Pennis·
sion Form required by the College. For all students under
21, parents must assume full
responsibility for the student's
medical atbention, i.e., medical
treament, surgery, use of ambu•
lance or rescue squad, and if
necessary, anesthesia. Students
over 21 assume this responsibil·
ity for themselves. Any costs
incurred for the services must
be borne by the student or parent.
2. Emergencies at night: The
rescue squad may be called
and the student may be taken,
if necessary, to any hospital in
the city and/ or Our Lady of
Fatima Hospital, without need

for approval by a staff physician. Family and/or physician
will be notified.
3. The student may go to a
hospital of his own choice but
must be admibted by a staff physician of his own choice. The
ambulance may be called only
by a physician or a rescue
squad. When private ambulance
is preferred, the student and/ or
family obligates themselves for
expenses incurred.
4. If 1ihe student is too ill
to attend classes, the Supervisor of Residence must be informed. The Supervisor will
notify the Oollege Medical Of•
fice. If in the judgment of !:he
College Nurse, bhe student is
!Joo ill to remain in residence,
the student must return home.
(Continued on Page 6)

Clarke Lowery has also made
contributions in lhe literary
area. He is editor of the Helican, literary editor of !:he
Janus, and a staff member of
the Anchor. Clarke said that
t he "llelicon is personally satis•
It yields a certain
fying.
amount of service to lihe stu•
dent body." Besides receiving
satisfaction from h.is work on
tho Helicon, Clarke also commenbed on the value student
teacl1ing was to him. "It helps
(Continued on Page 5)
. - -- - - - - - - - -- -

This Week in R. I.
DECEMBER 8:
Fine Arts Series presents

the Modern Jazz Quartet in
Robert's Hall at 8:00 p.m.
DECEMBER 9:
James P. Adams Lecture
Series presents Galway Kinnell, author of What a Kingdom it Was, speaking on "A
Poet's Work." At 8 00 p.m.
in Amos Assembly Room.
Christmas Concert with
Wheaton College Choir and
Brown University Canticum
Glee Club in Sayles Hall at
8:30 p.m.
Sock and Buskin presents
Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya" in
Faunce House Theater at
8:30 p.m.
DECEJ\IBER 9-26:
Trinity Square Playhouse
presents The Caretakers at
8:30 p.m.
DECEMBER 10:

Faculty Seminar with Dr.
C. Peter Magrath, Associate
Professor of Political Science
at Brown will speak on "The
Supreme Court 1964: Storm
Center" in Tower Manning
Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Chalk · Tones present a
Christmas Concert in Roberts Hall at 1:00 p.m.
DECEMBER 11:

Hootenany at the International House at 8:00 p.m.
(Continued on Page 6)
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THE ANCHOR

EIJITORIA.LS
Pop Goes the Purse String
Once again the student senate of
Rhode Island College has ignored the
warnings of a minority of their members, and the Anchor, and acted with irresponsibility on an issue whose ramifications they ha\'e completely ignored.
On Wedne.,day, December 2, they voted
on a regulation pertaining to the attendance at Finance Committee. This regulation would jeopardize the entire social
and cultural life on this campus.
The regulation, stated simply, is
this. If any member of the Finance
Committee misses three meetings, with
no excuse, the entire group he is representing on the Committee loses its al\Q.cation and the right to use college facilities for the remainder of that semester.
This rule, if enforced, could cause serious trouble among the students and
other members of the College community who profit from the group's function.
Let us return once more to last
week's hypothetical case. Suppose the
member representing the Publication
Board on the Finance Committee were
to miss three meetings. By the rule, the
Committee would be forced to stoP all
publications on campus by denying them
their allocations and their base of operations. No yearbook would be published, no Helicon would be printed, and
the Anchor would be forced to close its
doors because it is dependent on the allocation to meet the costs of running
the newspaper. In all these cases the
entire student body would suffer.

A :;trongc..r example, if needed, is the
ramifications resulting from the Recreation Board representativ e's absence
from three meetings. If this should
happen the first group which would ue
forced to cea.qe activity would be the
llAA. For those unaware of this organization's functioru;, it conducts all
the men's athletic events on this campus. This includes our now famous basketball team. Try to imagine the loss
of prestige and free publicity the campus would suffer because of one person's negligence.
An even larger que.stion interpo.ses
itself on the basic issue-is it fair to
deny the student body access to an oriranization or its functions if the student
body has had no say in placing the representatives on the Finance Committee?
It is a certainty that a regulation is
needed to govern the attendance at the
meetings of the Finance Committee.
Without such a regulation attendance
would be sporadic and the vital work of
the Committee would be stifled. The
Anchor recognizes the need for both the
Committee and its functions and a regulation to govern attendance, but it cannot, and will not, support the one which
wa.s recently voted on. It is time that
we searched for an alternative proposal
to this regulation before the situation
becomes unbearable and we (the College community) are forced to suffer
the Joss of one group or area board because of the representativ es' inattention to this regulation.
1

A Word of Praise
Those faculty and students who attended the convocation in honor of
Brown University several weeks ago, or
perhaps find time on Tuesday afternoons to stop into the Little Theatt·e, or
attended the opening basketball game at
Whipple Gym have been treated to three
of the mo1·e pleasing additions to the
Rhode Island College campus this year.
We refer to three projects of the music
department at Rhode Island College, the
choir, the pep band and the chamber
music recitals.
The choir, under the direction of 11r.
~rge Kent, has shown a great deal of
improvement in the past year and must
be congratulated on its fine porformance
at the convocation in honor of Brown
University. It was evident that much effort and long hours of practice went
into the program which was presented.
Those faculty and students who have
the time should take advantage of hearing the Christmas Concert, where more
o{ this group's talents will be displayed.
The "pep band," a project of Mr.
John Pellegrino, its director, was a welcome addition to the Rhode Island College rooting section at the first home
basketball game. The twenty musicians
are all talented and competent, and it is
hoped that the group is able to develop

to a size whereby larger projects can be
undertaken.
The inception of the Chamber Music
Recitals, a project of Dr. Abraham
Schwadron, can not go unnoticed. These
recitals, held every Tuesday during the
free hour, have given Rhode Island ColJege students and faculty, as we11 as
musicians from the Rhode Island communitv the chance to perform, while
~
also providing an interesting cultural experience for interested members of the
Rhode Island Co1lege community.
Dr. Schwadron, l\Ir. Kent, Mr. Pellegrino and Miss Bicho who directs the
' I
Cha lk -Tones, another ta ented group of
RIC musical performers, and the entire
music department are to be congratuthe job they have done and are
lated for
. •
•
.
domg m a1dmg the development of
musically talented Rhode Island College
students. And the students themselves
are to be congratulated also. The combination has produced three fine organizations (The Chalk-Tones, the Choir,
and the Pep Band) and one activity (the
Chamber Music Recitals). All are much
needed improvement s to the Rhode
Island College campus.

Small Remin ders
Why is it impossible to get anythin g other
than hot dogs, hamburgers, and a western (by
request) at the Snack Bar. Is the menu, per chance
lying?

Letters
to the
Editor
,.,,, •med member of the facull>
Editor·
Monday, November 30, I received just a warning?
realized that I had forgotten I was upset • • • upset. This
something in the Student Cen- member of that high order vioter. r came upon this realiza- lated what I violated but relion when I was in the "pit." ceived no blue slip.
Instead of walking all the way I drove up to the campus poback, r drove my car up to the liceman and asked hlm why this
partiality. He said that he had
Student Center Building.
There were two cars already to write three tickets and just
parked 1.here, plus mine. I ran did not have the time to write
into get what I had forgotten all or them. I threw the ticket
telling him that
and ran quickly oul Our cam- to the ground
pus policeman was there and I would not pay it.
member makes
faculty
This
on my car, the inevitable blue
much more money than I do, is
violation.
He was in the process of no different under any process
writing out one for the car in of law, and did not get a ticket.
Cront of me when its owner I will never, never pay • • •
(who happens to be a member fine
Richard Kiley
of the upper echelon-the facClass of 1966
ulty) oamc out. He did not give
her the ticket.
Dear Editor:
"W~ll," says r. If v.:e f>?th
the same ''lolation I am not going to expand on
comnu~ed (where
there are no- the quality of the food served
of parking
parldng signs) illegally, why is on this campus in this disserta(Continued on Page 6)
it I received a ticket and this
- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - Dear
On
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There's A Tiger
At the Playhouse

Official [allege Notices
A COi\fMENDATION TO STUDENT LEADERSJIIP FOR
Tiffi KENNEDY llffilll ORIAL SERVICE
On behalf of the faculty and alumni, I commend our

student leadership for conceiving the service rememberi~g
our late President, John F. Kennedy, and for the splendid
manner in which it was carried out. I regret that the
general press did not give Daniel Rivers and his committee
credit for the service, for this would have been just and
would have given more honor to Rhode Island College than
if it had been planned by the administration. Especially,
I commend Lee Menconi and Steve Solomon for the superior statements which they re-ad at the service. We of the
faculty are proud to have participated.
I let ;\Ir. George W. Kelsey, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of State Colleges, speak for the trustees by quoting from his letter to me of November 23rd. He wrote:
"I was impressed and moved by the excellence of
the llfemorial Service for John F. Kennedy, and I wish
you would extend to all who had a part in this magnificent tribute my gratitude and my compliments.
"All members of our Board of Trustees who attended this service share my sentiments, I am certain,
and join me in this salute to the students, faculty and
officers of Rhode Island College."
William Gaige

By DR. JAMES E. WHITE

REGISTRATION REllllNDER

Special ADD/ DROP period will be opened up,
December 8 through the 18th to ease the registration procedures at the opening of the second semester. Any student with a problem should confer immediately with his
advisor.
D. R. Mierzwa
A

SENIORS-IJUPORTANT
A revised list of seniors who are expected to graduate
in January June or August 1965 is posted in the glass oase

outside of' the bookstore in the student cent.er. Please
check for accuracy and report any necessary changes to the
Registrar before December 18, 1964.
W. Christina Oarlson
ADllllSSIONS OFFICE NOTE

We wish to thank Miss Betty Challgren and W. Lee
Menconi tour coordinators, and those students from Kappa
Della p{ and the Student Counselor Association who served
as guides for the November series of high school visitations. Our students in no small way contributed to make
the visitations meaningful for the 564 visitors from 35 secondary schools who toured the campus.
Frank Bucci
ATTEN DANCE REMIN DER

Students' attention is drawn to the regulation regarding attendance before nnd after the Christmas vacation
(Handbook, page 81):
Students are required to attend all classes on days
before and after major vacations-Christmas and
Spring. On such days faculty members shall report all
absences. Students absent from any class before or
after major vacations are placed on Ab5encc Proba:tiion
for the quarter immediately following tltis vacation.
In the case of students assigned to student teaching,
this Probation Y<ill apply to the next quavter on campus. Any other irregular cases will be referred to the
Dean of Students."
Students who have extenuating circumstances in their
cases should consult Dean Mierzwa.

The Art of Tonoff
By RODNEY CINQ-1\IARS

To be awa.re--4<> be sensitive
-is to be an artist. To know
art and to create art and to
value art one must always en·
gage one's self, always use one's
self. To be able 'to know and
use one's personality and emotional self requires a great sensitivity (perhaps, even too much
sensitivity). The true measure
of an artist is his degree of
perception. Gene Tonoff has a
tremendous sensitivity, a tremendous awareness.
Tonoff has tne talent to ex•
press graphically what his keen
sensitivity causes him to be
aware of. In the Adams Library mezzanine is a collection
of Gene Tonof('s sketches and
drawings. His p1incipal medium
is pencil and paper. What Tonolf has been able to accomplish with his pencil is representative of the a11ist's perceptiveness.
Use of Line
The st.liking characteristic of
TonofT's art is his use of line.
One of the most basic art elements, line can be handled
primitively or it can be subjected to complexity and refine-

ment. Gene Tonoff has a tremendous control on line and is
able to express himself with
great force and with acute sen•
sit.ivity. The strokes of his
pencil are strong and directed.
The lines have meaning; they
have character. The forms, the
figures, the spaces produced by
Tonoff's lines are truly meaningful.
The art.isl, along with his
very realistic figures, manages
to create an ethereal, mystical
almost spiritual air in some of
bis drawings. He accomplishes
this by the skilled use of exotic
flowers and plants, white shad•
ing and scratchings, and dominant, angular portions of circles.
''Rasputin"
In the dra,ving entitled "Ras·
putin," Tonoff's skill in using
line to create an effect which
is powerful, almost shocking, is
manifested. The artist produces
an electrifying contrast by his
use of a vibrant red with the
black and white sketch. The
effect of "Rasputin" is total; the
meaning, however, appears lost
or at best, extremely vague.
The other Tonoff drawings do
not suffer from lack of signifi(Continued on Page 4)
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RUTH CURRIER

Better Seen
Than Heard
Ruth Currier, originator, choreographer and dancer of the
modern dance company bearing
her name, presented the latest
of the James P. Adams Lecture
Series last Tuesday night in the
Robert's Hall Auditorium.
Backstage after the perform•
ance, Miss Currier was asked
why a dancer should choose
Modem Dance over the oilier
forms of rhe art, such as ballet.
"U p uni.ii nearly 10 years ago,"
she replied, "the ballet consisted
only of a prescribed vocabulary
of movement, which restricted
the dancer and gave him little
individual expression." This
"indh·idual expression" is obviously as vital to Ruth Currier
as it is to modern dance itself.
Not only did she join one of
the first dance companies of
this sort as Doris Humphrey's
student and later assistant, represent the United States in the
international tour of the Jose
Lemon dancers, but she began
her own company also, so that

The Trinity Square Playhouse
production of Jean Anouilh's
The Rehearsal is professional in
the best sense of the word. It
offers a perfect blend of directing, acting, and staging. Not
the least, U1e play itself is bolh
intellectually and emotionally
involving. The plot is simplein a sense. It concerns an aristocratic group who rehearse a
play they are to give shortly
at a kind of benefit dinner. The
play within has to do with seduction of innocence. So, too,
the play without. It is often
difficult - fascinatingly so - to
distinguish one play from the
other. The characters are largely decadent. The Count, better known as "Tiger," lives in
promiscuous "freedom," his in•
tellectual wife insisting that
they are above Victorian mores,
even going so far as to treat
Tiger's mistress as a friend and
equal--0r so it appears; how•
ever, the "liberal" Countess is
unwilling to let Tiger dabble
with a "sweet young" governess
beoause the latter will not conform to the patterned promis•
cuity of the artificial world ,that
invests the group, and more so
because Tiger may be actually
falling in love \\'ith the innocent. Although Tiger sueceeds
in seducing the governess, it is
the Countess, using Hero, a
friend of the Oount's, as her
rool, who succeeds in literally
demoralizing flhe governess,
thus breaking up the "ro-

struotive friehd, Hero, played
,vith great power by William
Cain. But the two women arc
hardly less iniportant.
The
Counless is richly presented by
Barbara Orson as a woman of
intelligence arid power upon
whose aristocratic brutality the
play pivots. Only Lucile, the
"innocence" of the play, falls
somewhat short in portrayal.
In appearance and carriage,
Mary Wrubel is right for the
role. In voice, she leaves something to be desired. lt may be
that when I saw the play she
had a cold or a touch of laryngitis. Whatever it may be, her
voice sounded too husky and at
ti.mes too hard and flat in intonation to suit the gentle spiriuality of Lucile.
Supporting Characters
The supporting characters are
highly competent. Roz Goldberg, as Hortensia, the Count's
mistress is a sensuous symbol
of the flesh. i\1ichacl D'Orlando, the godfather of Lucile and
Lhe Countess's lawyer, skillfully
plays the role of a man trapped
in a distaSteful compromise, a
(Contin ued on Page 4)

Audience Increasing
At Chamber Recitals

The attendance at the Chamber .Music Recitals, sponsored
by the R.I.C. Music Department,
has been on the increase. The
performances are held on Tuesdays at I :00 in the Little Theater, Robert's Hall.
mance."
"Words Fail"
Recently Dr. Schwadron, head
I have to use quotallion marks of the Music Department, was
oiten because words fail to con- interviewed by the Anchor for
vey the subtleties of the play his reaction to this increase in
which may appear at best to be attendance.
a naughty comedy, at worst to
"I'm elated," said Dr. Schwabe a debauch. It is neither. dron, "but I'm also diSappointH has some sharp humor, to be ed. Yes, we have had capacity
sure, but it is basically tragic. audiences several times, but
It is never obscene; it is only what prevents capacity from be·
incidentally sensuous. The play ing the norm?" The recitals
is concerned with the need for are scheduled for easy access to
form, pattern, manners in life students.
Often we have a full audience
and, at the same time, with the
devitalizing force of patterns; because people from the comwith the theme of giving and munity come into the college
with the human tendency to specifically fo1· the recitals, Dr.
utter selfishness; with the mean- Schwadron noted. "In fact," he
ing of "freedom"--e.g., the said, "for the performance of
Count is "free" to have all the December 15, we have 20 chilmistresses he wants but not to dren from the West Wanviek
fall in love; and, in Ule large, school system coming in. These
with the problem of illusion children requested this trip to
versus reality.
the recital. Their superintenAlthough the direction of the dent of schools found it 'valuplay is unquestionably fine and able enough' to give his permisalhhough the staging is extreme- sion for time out of classes. A
ly apt-the set is ornate with- special bus has been provided
out being cluttered-it is the for their transportation."
acting which ultimately makes
An important thing to note,
the play. The Rehearsal al- Dr. Schw,adron feels, is ttlat
most seems to have two leads, there is a "need" for students
the Oount, sensitively played by to attend the chamber recitals.
(Continued on Page 6)
she could have the freedom to Richard Kneeland, and his decreate
her
own
dancing. - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - Through her direction, the ~=========== ==-= =========,
dance is not a pattern made by
the feet; it is not a prescribed
vocabulary of movement. Rath•
The Art Department of Rhode Island College wishes
er, the dance becomes a poetry
to announce that it will sponsor a group of traveling art
analagous to free verse, emergexhibitions from the School Lending division of the Rhode
ing from the soul through the
Island School of Design Museum of Art. These original
human form.
works range from minor illustrative examples to objects of
As a student of dance grows
sizeable Importance, both hlstorically and artistically. The
into an artist, his whole point
exhibition dates are arranged as follows:
of view changes, says Miss CurArms and Armour-December 2
Indian Art No. 2-.January 15
rier. He no longer sees the
world as a mass o( somewhat
Cera,nlcs--February 8
static objects; raU1er, he sees it
J apanese Art.---lltarch 6
in the- context of movement.
It is hoped that the students, faculty, and staff at
Music, the second factor of
Rhode Island College will take advantage of this interac•
dance, is somewhat less importlon between the two schools, by visiting each new exhib•
tant than movement, and oftenition.
times the choreography of
Don C. Smith
(Continued on Page 5)

Art Notice -

Chalk-tones
Feature Special
Composition
The Chalktones will
present their annual
Christmas co n c e r t
Thursday,
December
10, at 1 p.m., in Rob·
erts Hall Auditorium.
A composition written especially for the
Ohalktones
by
Dr.
Hugo Norden, Professor of Music at Boston
University of Fine and
Applied Arts, will be
premiered at the con·
cert.
Professor Rita
Bicho, advisor to the
Chalktones, commented, "We feel quite
privileged, and hope
Dr. Nonlen finds the
time to join us on
Thursday."

THE CHALK-TONES

From
The

-Club News- Tonoff ...
PEP BAND

The R.I.C. Band meets every
'11hul'Sday at 1 p.m. in the Little
Theater. Its activities range
from pla:i,ing at basketball
g3mes to giving concerts of a
nwre serious nature.
There are many members of
all classes in the organi7'3tion.
However, more members are
By LUCILLE NOLAN
needed, and are welcome al any
November 25
court, but will not be penalized time.
DEBATE CLUB
This meeting was held at 3 and the class of '66 \\111 not
p.m. to permit senators to be- lose its allocation.
The next regular meeving of
gin their vacation as early as
Howie Boyaj, chairman of t,hc the debate club will be held this
possible.
steering committee, reported Wednesday al 3 o'clock in CL
At this meeting future
Reporting from organization- that in the future time limits 206.
al board, Bob Powers, chair- will be set for each item of trips for fre,hmen debaters will
man, made a lengthy motion business and these time limits be announced. Plans are unproviding for the erection and must be adhered to. He also derway for ~nother College
use of two junior panel boards. submitted a report commending Bowl Quiz conlest 1vilh the deThis motion was passed. Bob the student senate for its ef- biters taking on lhe Norfolk
also repm,ted that the classes feotiveness this year.
Pris:>n team on Saturday, Janwill each have a drawer in the
The meeting was adjourned uary 16·
i\l. A. A.
file cabinets, following redistri- at 4·39 pm
bution of the cabinets.
·
· December 2
December 11
"
·1
Sh h d
t d
Wednesday, 3 P. M.
,uar, yn
ep er
repor e
The meeting began at 7 p.m.,
M. A. A. Meeting
that the Little Eastern States with a moment of silent medir.aWhipple Gym
Conference was held on cam- tion.
Room 122
pus Nov. 20, and that President The first major business
SKI CLUB
Gaige and Stla!.e Representative which was discussed was Lhe
Learn to ski! TomoITow and
Kiven spoke to th e delegates. attendance regulations for fi. every Wednesday throughout
John Gormley was found nance
committee
meetings. January, flhe Ski Club presents
guilty of missing finance com- Greg Andreozzi was recognized lectures and lessons by John
st
udent by senate to speak on behalf of "Jae" Gan•i.s. Tomo1,row's Jesmittee meetings by
the mino1ity of the finance com- son, entiUed "Philosophy of Skimittee. He stated the reasons ing," is scheduled for 3 p.m. m
that the minority objected to the Amos Lecture Hall and is
the motion placed befure senate open to the public.
by Mary McCarthy, chairman of
finance committee.
He alS-O
The R.I.C. affirmative debate presented proposals to replace
team defeated Suffolk Univer- the ones Mary presented.
sity (a Jaw school) on campus
After much discussion by all
last Wednesday evening. Debating for R.I.C. were Joan senaliOrs, M. E. Bilodeau made
Connors, Maureen l\fcViegh, an amendment to grant the area
Jane Drazek, and Denise Le-- board the right of recal I after
Blanc. Judges for the debate the board's representative rewere Professor Robert Vogel ceives a warning, but tlhe ab·
sences of the first represen Laand Robert Gelardi.
This past weekend the var- ti ve will carry over 'to the new
sity team represented R.I.C. in representative. The amended
an intellectual exchange of motion carried, after nearly an
ideas at New York University's hour of discussion.
FJfteen dollars was alloted to
"llall of Fame Debate Tournament." There were five rounds purchase a Christmas tree and
of debate. In the first round decorations for the game room.
of debate the teams were Mike Chambers was named
matched geographically. The chairman of this commitltee.
After a ten minute recess,
next four rounds "·ere power
matched.
With the power Steve read letters addressed lo
matching system when our team Danny Rivers concerning the
won a debate they nellt met an· John F. Kennedy Memorial
ollher team that had just won a Service.
debate. This made each round
The main business of tlte evetougher and an increasingly ning was begun at 8:30, with
exciting battle of intellects at the discussion of the College
Phil Ochs, topical folk singer
the tournament.
Rules and Regulations. Betoor an d song writer will appear at
the
University of Rhode Island
Recently R.l.C. debaters have than half of these rules and
defeated such colleges as Dart- regulations were discussed at on Sunday, December 13, at 8
p.m. The Concert will be held
mouth, Bowdoin, Emerson, and this meeting, and will be con- in
Edwards Auditorium and the
M.I.T. All of the debates deal tinued at the next meeting donation will benefit the Stuwith the national intercollegiate After lengthy debate and dis· dent Nonviolent Coordinating
issue of unemployment in the cussion, the meeting was ad• Committee. (SNCC) Donation
journed shortly before 10 p.m. is Sl.00 per person.
United states.

Senate

Debater's Defeat
Suffolk Law School

Chaplin
Unchanged
By ROD CINQ-l\l ARS

Comedy is an absolute thing:
it is either very good or very
poor. There is no middle
ground. Either comedy is a
high success or a terrible bomb.
To be able to succeed in a
comic endeavor requires great
insight and extraordinary skill.
It requires a talent that borders
on genius for, at the risk of
being trite, there is a very fine
line between the humor and
tragedy of life.
Has anyone achieved the
status of comic genius? Charlie
Chaplin has. This strange little
fumbling man achieved what
few have been able to in the
last fifty years. He could draw
out of life situations that were
so true and commonplace and
add his personal touch to make
them tremendously funny. His
comedy was broad, most often
slapstick. There was nothing
subtle about Chaplin. He kicked
and slapped and spit a.nd
burped. But he was never offensive; just human.
The Chaplin comedies shown
at Robert's Hall consisted of
"The Fireman" with Chaplin
managing to lose the water tank
off the fire trucks, yet save
the young beauty from a burning building; ""Behind the
Screen" with Chaplin making
love to a young stage hand who
turns out to be a country girl
who wants ::to be a star"; and
"The Immigrant" with Chaplin
sliding back and forth across
the deck and later "bumming"
in the land of opportunity.
In all instances Charlie Chaplin was successful in his comedy as evidenced by tile guffaws and hysteria of the audi•
ence. The Guaranteed Pictures
of some forty years have not
lost any of their humor. The
classic Chaplin walk, the kick
in the rear, and the old pie-inthe-face are just as wildly
funny as ever.

(Continued from Page 3)
canoe or meaning. What "The
Trial" lacks in effect ( which is
very Little), it gains in its
meaning. Essentially, three figures make up the dra1\l\ng.
'flhere is a young man on a
cross wh-0 has a determined,
rather than pained, visage. At
the base of the cross is a pro·
file of an old man looking away
with an expression of knowing
sympathy. Also at the base of
the cross is the head of ,a Christ
figure witlh a look of helpless
agony in his eyes. Could Tonoff
be saying that mankind must
prove its individual worth irrespective of experience of sal·
vation?
Simple
The best of Gene Tonoff's
work is the simplest. It is en·
tiUed "Poet." The drawing is
a black and white portrait. The
effect of the drawing is arrest•
ing; it lies in the stark simplicity of the figure. The meaning
of the drawing is bemlderingly
clear. 'l'he poet's face is beautifully expressionless. His eyes
tell eve~lhing. They are deeply aware, full of worWliness
and pain. The eyes draw one
into their depths, 11:hey plead to
share the poet's sensitivity and
u'llter agony.
A meeting was held in the
- - - - - - - - - - - - student center last Monday, November 29, which marked the
inauguration of a new campus
organization ,vith the title of
(Continued from Page 3)
the Rhode Island College Chapman who in fact. becomes the ter of the Young People's Socprocurer of his own god-d'augh- ialist League. Behind this title
ter. F'inally, the dessert--oo to lies a proposed program of acspeak-is the delightfully comic tion and education; education
Vlllebosse, Ith& Countess's lover, in the basis of democratic socplayed by Oalvin Till<it.son of i~t though~ and Hs a_pp~oaRTC and HBS. A simple-mind- ~on to Am~nca ~nd her_ institued formalist Villeb05se is for tions. Action will be aimed at
example oub>aged at the Count these institutions, in . co-operafor being unfaithful to the tion 1VJ.th other mterested
Countess. Mr. Tillotson makes groups in such areas as civil
the most of a superficial charac- rights, peace, and political reter whose very superficiality form.
ironically emphasizes the deepRhode Island College's, Y.P.
er meaning of the play.
S.L.'s national affiliation is with
I have one regret. When you the Socialist Party, best known,
read this review The Rehearsal perhaps, th.rough its elder
1viU have completed its run. But statesman, Norman Thomas. AJ.
another play takee its place on though official membership is
December 9, Harold Pinter's of necessity limited to those
The Caretaker. The Trinity students who are willing to af·
Square Playhouse is to be con- filiate themselves with the nagratulated on b1inging not just tional organization, all of
mere entertainment to Provi- Y.P.S.L.'s meetings will be open
dence but substantial entertain• to members and non-members
ment, drama that is not only alike in order to allow interesttheatrically interesting but that ed though uncommitted stu•
is also full of life. I would dents to investigate and quesurge faculty and students to tion. The meeting will be held
on Monday, December 14, at 4
suppovt the Playhouse.
It p.m., in the Senate Room. All
should prove extremely enjoy- interested students are invited
able.
to attend.

Y.P.S.L.: New

Organiza tion

Tiger . . .
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Cars of the Future
In Library of Today
By SAL ABBRUZZESE
If you are wondering what the sole objective of develop-

the cars of the future will look
like, now is your chance to see
these cars on display in the Iibrory.
Through the efforts of two
lnduslrial Arts students, Eugene Simone and Sal Abbntz•
zese, and a professional photographer, Frank Guiliani, an exhibit has been constructed in
the library. The display consists of three features. The
first deals with the planning
and constructing steps. Following the construction are several
finished model cars. The cars
were constructed by Eugene
and his two brothers, Anthony
and Gerald. The Simone brothers have won $13,000 tin scholarships. The third feature consists of a wide variety of photographs of t!he cars.
The Simone brothers have
been building cars for Fisher
Body Oraftsmen Guild for sev·
en years. 'J1he gwld is spon·
sored annually by the F\isher
Body division of General Motors. It was established with

ing craftsmenship and creative
ability among boys. The guild
is open to boys from age 12 to
20. Upon entering, a contestant
receives rules and a set of rub•
ber wheels. The wheels are
the only part of a car that are
not construct«!.
Elach car requires months of
planning and sketching and
more months of actual constructing; ~bout nine months
are involved. Contestants use
power drills, small laths, and
other assol't.ed hand tools.
Wood, metal and plastics are
used in fabricating the miniature cars. Judges use a point
system and appraise each car
separately.
During judging
the cars are identrfied only by
a number assigned to 1!hem
when 11hey arrive. Only after
the judging is over are the
builders' names resl:onld to the
contestant's entries.
This competition is but one
way Industrial AI1ts teachers
may promote creativity among
their s'tllden!ts.

Who's Who.
(Continued Crom P age 5)
students of RIC." As student•
to realize the application of the co-ordinator of the Student
theory.
Sen ate, she has received much
Witness Development
Since these six students have
partiicipated in so many of the
Oollege programs, they have
been first-band witnesses to the
development of the College.
Some of ii.he improvements cit·
ed by them have been in the
curriculum, the quality of the
courses. and the faculty.
There has also been an uplifting in the attitude of the
Lillian
students in general.
Oooper, who has been in the
RIC Orchestra since her sophomore year and also active in
the Oha.mber Music Concert
Series, feels that there has been
an improvement in "the interest
of the students in things other
than the social, such as lectures,
the Kennedy Memorial Service,
and the Chamber Music Concert
Series. The College is becom·
ing mor e of a campus oommun·
ity than just a 5ehool. More
progl'3lllS and lectures are of•
fered at night."
Pride Apparent
Former president of the Newlltln Club, a member of the
Janus senior section committee,
and a Student Senate member,
Helen Maziar1, has seen "a
growing pride in the student
body in the fact that they are

Exam Tomorrow!

Are You Prepared?
Largest Selection of
Student Aids in R. I.
-Barron's
-COS
-Oxford
-Monarch
-Amsco
-Hymarx
-CliH's
-Study
Notes
Jlfaster
-Arco
-Schaums
• Foreign Translations
• Art Prints and Drawings
• Graduate School Prepara•
tion Books
• College Texts Bought and
Sold

Lincoln Book Shoppe
905 Westminster Street
At Hoyle Sq. DE 1-0622

satisfaction because she had the
opportunity to aid in "spread•
ing the image of the College beyond the campus by helping to
prepare representatives when
they served as delegates to
various conferences."
The curriculum, quality of
courses, the faculty, and the attitude of the students were the
the outstanding improvements
noted by these students. With
a look into the future, they also
poinfled out some of the areas
in which t.hey feel improvement
is still necessary.
lll.ary Bilodeau would like to
see "continued improvement of
the student government In the
hands of the student body."
In the area of education
courses, Lillian Cooper hopefully anticipates a "revision of
some of the education courses
to make them more applicable
to a teaching situation, but not
eliminating
them."
Clarke
!Jowery would also Uke to see
the curriculum "refined, rounded out, and balanced."
Student-Teacher Relationship
Both Diane DeToro and Helen Maziarz commented on the
student-teacher relationship at
the College. Helen comment·
ed that there should be "a clos·
er intellectual association between students and faculty outside the classroom."
Diane
added, "At times both students
and !acuity profit from discussion outside of class."
Diane Pace also commented
on college life outside the classroom. Although the College is
going in this direct.ion now,
Diane feels there should still be
more "functions on campus to
make more of college life, insllead of just coming for classes
and going home."

TOUR AGENT
•ro present our New York
City HoUday and Spring
Vacation Tour Plans to campus groups. Liberal commissions. Write "HoUday," 33
N. 7th St., Stroudsburg, Pa.

IS THJS THE CAR OF THE FUTURE?

Ton off Interview . . .
(Continued from Page 1 )
to one of llfr. Tonoff's favorite
themes.
"How many of us have one
original idea?" he asked. "A
person with one idea is a genius, a man with two is a god.
Christ had two ideas: brotherhood and immortality." Yet, to
this artist, in today's art there
is no concept of God. He referred to Nietzsche's "God is
dead" belief-a belief Ton<>.ff
feels has "infiltrated every art
school, and dominates our
times." Does he offer a remedy? "For me, and for drawing there are three states of
being: in love; insanity; or be·
tween love and insanity. Masses
of people are in the tblird
stage-unable to love. Love is
God, but 'God is dead' and the
only alternative for them is insanity." He went on: "All this
is reflected in today's art. In
painting there is more of an
emphasis on sensuality-nothingness - nihilism. With abstracts one is confronted with
voids." To illustrate, Gene referred to Andrew Wyeth's "Catrina," a painting he labeled
"crippled," and to !11ichael Mazur, a Providence painter wbo
specializes in inhabitants of
mental wards.
No Passion
To Tonoff, these and all of
today's paintings reveal no passion, only "insanity and violence." In his own work, he
mentioned "Simon the Armenian Conversing with the llfona
Lisa," a man , who typifies "isolation," a man "who has never
------------

Ruth Currier ...
(Continued from Page 3)
dance is created before the music, as J\Iiss Currier illustrated
in her speech. The dancer is
always aware that his objectives
of self-expression are only obtained through perfect movement.
Although she does not feel
that dance must be a required
part of the college physical education course, Miss Currier believes that "only in dance is the
whole body worked and developed. The runner may have
excellent legs, yet is not flexible anywhere else. The dancer
possesses not only strength and
endurance but also flexibility."
The eloquence of the dance,
however, was never really
stated, because it cannot be
said in words. The power and
beauty of the Ruth Currier
Dancers must be seen.

been used, who dreams of meeting great people, yet great people never exist. Simon is rejection-he is today's man." Releasing somewhat of a sigh, he
concluded, "I can't help anyone
I just listen a loL" Then, per'.
haps searching for a more concrete explanation, he said, " You
just keep working and something significant happens. Theories are for the intellectuals."
Taking a strong grasp of this
statement, he exclaimed, "Most
people wait for something to
happen. Something might for
ten minutes. Then they reminisce forever. You must make
something happen! How much
time is spent by people in feeling, in getting involved? None!"
This led us somehow to an
interesting theory of Mr. Tonoff's.
Co-redeemer

He mentioned an article he
had read which reported an attempt by members o( the Catholic Church to raise the stature
of the Virgin Mary to co-redeemer of the Church. In fifty
years Tonoff sees this as a reality. "Shortly after," he explained, "l\fary will rule alone,
with Christ beneath her. A cult
of priestesses will arise, however instead of being burned,
they will burn men." All this,
to him, stems "from the overmothering in our society. We
are all trying to prove something to our mothers." We do
this, he said, "out of hatred and
to escape her bondage. Yet, we
love her, and this is conducive
to art. Because to be free we
must love, if not our mothers,
another woman. But in western
society there is only guilt!"
God Is Good"

Musing further on the conflicts of this society, he remarked, "The happiest people
are ignoranL The only significant thing you learn in education is how ignorant you are."
Mr. Tonoff, as might be gath-

r------------"Lowest Prices on Gas"

Vinnie
DUVA'S
~SSO Station
435 Mount Pleasant Ave.
UN 1-2410

ered, is opposed to all formal
schooling. A graduate of Rhode
Isl~nd School of Design, he
clauned he went "out of ignorance." To him the most significant thing one must know is
"in yourself there is perfection.
You must function 1vith such a
confidence that every mark you
make is the right mark." However, I remarked, where do you
draw the line between confidence and arrogance, especially
in art? "This is a difficult
problem," be answered "and
this is why people are afraid of
the artist. He wants to steer
the ship. But an artist functioning from confidence is quiet
about it. And most important
of all, he is honest. Honesty
and involvement are the most
important, things in his work."
Then getting back to a favorite
theme, be concluded our interview by saying, "Involvement is
love and love and understanding are synonymous. Do not
seek to be understood, seek to
understand. Do not seek to be
loved, but seek to love." Then
taking another sip from his
martini, this huge bulk of a
man whispered, "God is good."

r-----------Don Folgo, '63
Invites You To

BERNARD'S

sruo,0

73 D
Orronce S
Providenee t.
GA 1-1227
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BRIDAL
SPECIALISTS
• Nah1ral Color
• Black & White
Ofter No. 1
• 20 Sx 10 Photos
• 1 llx14 Portrait
• 2 Wallet Photos
• 1 Wedding Album
• 4 Album Inserts
• Silver Invitation Tray
• Pre-Bridal Portrait
• Engagement Portrait
• Gift Certificate For
Baby Pictures

$71.00

-4 Other Offers
-20% Discounts on
Invitations, Matches,
Napkins, etc.
Make an appointment to see
our samples in your oum
home.

Call me at
WI 1-4132
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Fast - breaking Salem Five
Hands RIC Loss,
86- 76
I
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Skiers Present
Lesson Series

Quinnipiac Spoils RIC
Court lnaugraL 62-48

The Rhode Island College Ski
Club wiU present John (Jae)
Rhode Island College was in Lhe game, Van Leesten ( 19) Gavis in the first of a series of
handed its second straight loss 14 points scored in the second lecture-lessons on the technique
Rhode Island College's bas· out in front by ten again at
as Salem State College, artfully half. Wheeler ( LO) and fresh· of skiing tomo1TOw al 3 p.m. in
ketball team opened its season 5343 wibh five minutes to go.
usmg the fast break, skimmed mJn Dick Rouleau ( 10 ), Satur- Amos Assembly Hall
Both teams finished the game
to a 86-76 win Saturday night at day's loss was the second in as
The title of Mr. Gavis' first ~ather inauspiciously last Tues- with reserves. and the Braves
Whipple Gymnasium.
many games before standing• leotw>e will be •'Philosophy of day, bowing to Quinnipiac Col- from
Hamden, Conn., went
room only crowds
Skiing." On succeeding weeks lege, 62-48, .it Whipple Gym.
T
. h · RIC Wil. b Mr. Gavis will go into ·'SelcclThe Anchormen started fast, home with a 62-48 victory.
Midway through the nrst half,
I e
lhe Anchormen, plagued by a
omorrow rug l
RIC tall forwards out:boundrash of loose play, succumbed host to Bridgewater College at ing and Care of Equipment" piling up a 10-4 lead, and stayed
to the drives and good shoot• 8 p.m. Last year the Anchor- (Dec. 16), and "Basic Funda- in front through the early stag- ed Quinnipiac, with Bill Mcing of the Massachusetts team men beat the Massachusetts menlals of Skiing," at a dale to es of the first half. RIC led, Caughey spearing 14 rebounds
Jack Wheeler broke the scor- team by scores of 96-62 and be announced. Tbe remainder 17-10, wit.h about 8½ mfautes and Jack Wheeler 12, but their
104-83
of the series will be announced gone, and looked like an easy shooting .percentage was 28%
·
later.
ing famine for RIC with 4:53
winner, but then the roof fell from the floor, compared to
remaining in the first half. The
The summary:
49% for Quinnipiac. The AnR r c 176►
Mr. Gavis is a native of New in.
3
19 Hampshire
8
with
about
five
home forces were held score- van Leesten · · ·
At the ten-minute mark, chormen are apparently looking
less for five and one half min ~":~;he,i 112 2?102 years skiing experience. He R1:l()dy
led 17-15, and 30 seconds for a backcourt, as they had
0
utes pt'ior to Wheeler's basket. Clement
I
worked last season at Sunny- later it was all tioo up, t 7 all oonsiderable difficully getting
! 02 1044 meade Lodge in North Conway, Quinnlpiac
At the half way mark, Salem :~~f;!;."'
went ahead with the ball into the big men. Mc0
State held a 41-22 advan1tage.
Tra••=
••l•on <56> 2
N. 11., where he taught lessons 8:20 left in the first half by a Caughey and Wheeler led l:he
0
6
In the second half, the An ouma,
J
skiing.
score of 19-17 and continued to scoring with 21 and 12 points,
15 in Innovice
3
ohormen rallied only to be ~\'f.n
~
his first lecture, he will pull away.
respectively.
4
18
I
3 speak about mental attitudes tot1.1rned back by the scrappy vis 01111>
1
The summary:
All in all. the Braves regis25
5
1
1
R IO f48>
~
itors. The scoring differences ~\!;."
ll ward skiing an -I physical re- tered 13 straight points before Van tr.est.en
3
2
10
0 quirements of skiing.
0
o
In pres• RIC got another basket with \'Vbttlc-r
in this half fluctuated between Ellt,i.on
2
12
~
0
0
?
7
21
McCaughey
14 and 20 points. Each time ~~~i':.n
~
7 enting this series of lectures, 6:20 left in the half.
By then Clement
I I
0
0
0
I
1
RIC put together two or three v1n1ng
o
the Ski Club hopes to stimulate the score was 23-17, however. Pape.reua
l
I
0
2
0
4
R.ouJ~u
baskets in_ a row, Salem would
an interest in skiing among RIC stayed fairly even, trailing Trn.ver:ic
0
0
0
0
0
0
strike back with two OT three
RIC students. and also t.o pro- 29-33 with about two minutes to SUV!\
0
0
0
of their own. In the final two
• • ,
vide competent instruction for go, but Quinnipiac scored the Br?-osteckt
0
0
0
Wal•Jko
minutes though down by 1!'
beginners and ski-bulls alike. last six points of the half. and Saceoccla
p
0
0
18
12
48
points, the gold and white
(Continued from Page 2 >
To ftnd out just how easy ski· led 39-29 al intermission.
QCJINNIPJAO (G2 l
scored on two baskets by Van tion, but rather the variety at ing can be, come lo hear "Jae"
6
6
18
Quinnipiac's lead varied from SChneldM
2
4
1
Lcesteit, McCaughey and Whee- Donovan Dining Center - and Gavis tomorrow at 3 p.m. in 9 to 14 points, wHh the score Strickland
3
6
12
Kaiz
ler to end the game 10 points you're lucky!
Amos Assembly Hall.
0 16
8
being 47-37 at the midway Warner
0
0
PremturlO
0
behind.
As a resident of the dorm
point. RIC rallied to 1vithin ~ix Pa.Ikner
2
0
2
these past three years, I have
0
0
at
41-47,
but
the
Braves
moved
R,o.c;.enberg
0
Salem State had four men in seen the dining services change served for the second time. As
double figures: Galaris (25) hands three times-each time I am only eating breakfast and
Fulton (18), King (15) and Re supposedly for a noticeable dinner on campus since I am
to5 ( 11). The Anchormen also change.
Perhaps this is so student teaching, I see only that
had four men in double figures: economically-,for the colleg&- soup which is served Fridlly
McCaughey (27) was high man of this I am certain. But not nights. Nine out of ten times
Field hockey season is over. of Connecticut on October 3 I.
much improvement can be seen it is the same style clam chow- Of the four formal games, three 1964.
were played at neighboring col- Although the team only
by those of us who ltave eaten der. Variety? NO,
three meals daily for the past
Our lunches packed by the leges: Wheaton, the University proved to be the victors in one
three years due to requisite dining center personnel leaves of Massachusetts, and Pembroke of their encounters, they still
Barrington College should be highly praised for
signing of dorm contract.
We College.
room for improvement.
their skill and sportsmanship
I can just about count on have had grinders twice, canned met RIC on ,flte RlC field, The
The Rhode Island College
the games. Dot Bozek,
chicken twice, tuna fish every team also actively participated during
wrestling team ,vill journey to one hand t:he variety of salad Friday,
captain,
successfully fulftlled
and ham or roast beef in a Playday al the University
served in these past
her
Waltham. Mass., on Friday, De- dressings
position
of leadershi9 on
(not the best) every other day.
three
years;
not
just
this
year
cember 11, for their opening has the same kind been served. Variety? NO.
the field. Manv freshmen and
upper olassmen -found the sport
match of the season against
WHY?
Eli7.abeth Janes Alexander
Brandeis University.
new and exciting. WRA sadly
A cou1>le of "eeks ago I inResident of l',lary T.
bids farewell to three senior
The RIC team has thus far quired as •to the kind of hot
Thorp Hall
participants:
Sandy
Deery,
(Conli11ued from Page 1)
looked good to coach John Ke! ce1·eal lo be served that particThe family will be responsible Rosemary Murphy, and Brenda
Jey and he has hopes of de ular morning. The reply was Dear Editor:
Sarat. We wish them much sucfeating Bran<leis for the second from one of the personnel:
I have received a letter from to take the student home. If
in the future.
year in succession. Last year "Oatmeal. We found in the past Mrs. John M. Sapinsley, chair- from out of state, and too dis• cess
we are looking forward
the team from Waltham was not two years you girls didn't like man of the Democrats for Cha- tant from the College, the stu- to Now
next
fall, and a new hockey
able to muster a full roster for cream of wheat; thus it went to fee organization, asking me to dent will be referred 1lo a local
season
and of course, suctheir match with the Anchor waste, so 10atmeal will be served convey her gratitude to those hospital. The family and/ or
cess.
men but this year they will every morning this fall and win- Rhode Island College students physician will be nolliJied.
probably be at full strength.
ter." Why should dry cereal who assisbed Democrats for
5. If tlhe student Is ill after
Definite roster men for RIC go to waste??? It is dry before Ch:afee dwing the recent guber- school hours, the Supervisor of
natorial campaign. Since I am Residence will call a physician
are Westnedge at 130 pounds being cooked. Oh, well.
(Continued from Page 1)
Badway at 167 pounds and
When •the two-year-consensus not entirely sure just wtiich for the student. It may be the
Healey at 177 pounds.
was taken, "'hy wasn't one tak- students did work with her or- student's own physician or a the one-nighters in clubs have
Coach Ke lley held the elimi en for dessert, salad dressing ganization, I would be grateful physician will be secured given way to concerl4.ype pernation matches for the other or breakfast cereal? We have if the Anchor would pennit me through the Physicians' Medical formances, which from a finanroster positions yesterday and the same kind of jelly every to transmit Mrs. Sapinsley's Bureau. The Supervisor o( cial and artistic point of view
the results were not known as morning until the can is emp- message of thanks through its Resideoce will inform the Medi- are much more desirable.
the Anchor went to press.
11he personnel of the :Modern
tied. This takes at least a week. letters column.
cal Office of such action immeSally Marks diately the following day.
Jazz Quartet includes John LeI recall one change effected
wis, piano; Mill Jackson, vibraunder present management: one
Ed Note: The P resident of
6. Any student who requires hard; Percy Heath, bass; and
month would lapse before the Student Senate bas requested
medication
prescribed
by
a
phyConnie
Kay, drums.
same kind of soup would be that these letters be printed in
sician must report this to the
Tickets to the :MJQ perform(Continued from Page 3)
the " Anchor." The letters were College physician. Any medi- ance this evening may be obThese recitals were initially un
received by Daniel Rivers, cine dispensed in the Residence tained at the Rober't!s Hall box
dertaken for the "cultural en - - - - - - -- - - - -. chairman
of the John F . Ken- Hall will be done only under office fihis afternoon from 3 to 5
(Continued from Page 1)
richment of the students."
nedy Memorial Comntittee, af- the standing medical orders of p.m. and from 7 to 8 p.m. All
DECEMBER 12:
ter the service held Nov. 22.
The litcl\lture of the program
the College physician.
seats are 1'eServed.
SouU1 American Dinner
is of a very good caliber and the International House at Dear ~fr. Rivers:
"very often including new and 6:30 p.m.
I am moved to write you and
original materials." As an ex• DECEMBER 13:
express both my appreciation
ample of t.he uniqueness of the
International House pre- and commendation to you for
program Dr. Sch\\·adron point- sents "Christmas Oelebraed out that on Tuesday, Decem- tion" featuring Mrs. Thayer's your part in planning and participating in the memorial servber 15, Professor Joseph Ceo Dancing School at 6:30 p.m.
ice for President Kennedy.
wi II present a program on the
DECEJ\1BER 14:
The program was executed
viola d'amore. "This instrument
"Messiah Sing" at Alum• witl1 dignity and high quality.
is not played in this vicinity, nae Hall, Pembroke College,
thus the music department is featuring Brown University The audience response must
presenting to the student body Convocation Choir and Rhode have assured you of the high
an opportunity that should be Island Civic Chorale and purpose for which people came
t.o pay their tribute.
taken." said Dr. Schwadron.
Orchestra.
Dr. Schwadron stated that "it DECEMBER 15:
Sincerely yours,
is difficult to make plans for
Chamber Music Recital in
S. Elizabeth Oampbell
the future, if it cannot be well- the Little Theater at 1:00
Cordinator of
atltended by those to whom it is p.m.
Student Teaching
offered."
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